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When you were a kid did your mom throw 
lots of parties at your house where a 
bunch of people came over, played some 
silly games (that you weren’t allowed to 
participate in…), ate lots of food, and then 
gathered around the dinner table to look at 
some exciting new product? If that sounds 
familiar, your mom was probably sharing 
in network marketing. She was hosting a 
Home Party!

Over the past several decades, literally  
billions of dollars have been earned by 
stay-at-home moms (and men) and  
professionals alike, via the home party 
method. This home style of marketing has 
been ideal for products like kitchen  
housewares, jewelry, candles, clothes, 
weight loss products, nutritional products, 
and, of course, skin care products!

Why has the home party model been so 
popular? In short, because it works! The 
majority of home parties consist of women  
presenting to women. In recent years, more  
men have been hosting parties too. They’re 
usually with family and friends that trust 
each other and want to see the host 
succeed. They get together to laugh, have 
fun, and buy things they really like. Who 
wouldn’t want to be a part of that?  

In recent years, some major network 
marketing companies, which had lucrative 
compensation plans but hadn’t previously 
used the home party model, have started 
to notice the massive success of network 
marketing companies that have used home 
party models. Now, more than ever, these 
major network marketing companies have 
started incorporating the home party 
approach into their own business models.  
The results have been remarkable and very 
profitable!  

HOME PARTY

GenM 
2 Minute Miracle Gel
“Share the Miracle”
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Now, with Shelly’s new Phytoxan3  
Complex™, powered by superfoods of 
Moringa oleifera and Mangosteen, this is 
her most highly effective 2 Minute Miracle 
Gel ever developed. This is not just a 7-in-1 
instant product, but also a long-term  
anti-aging product with daily use.  

The GenM 2 Minute Miracle Gel is the 
perfect product to help you build your own  
home-based business, gain Customers, and 
bring Distributors into your business. By 
applying the information in this guide,  
everyone can build a successful home-
based business. It’s all in the duplication.

Duplication is the key to network  
marketing, and it’s been that way since 
day one of this business. The challenge has 
always been finding people who duplicate 
what you do, so here’s the key: make it 
easy, make it fun, have the right tools, and 
demonstrate the GenM 2 Minute Miracle 
Gel. When you combine all of this, you’re 
ready to begin duplicating and building a 
solid home-based business. This guide is 
designed to show you how to have a  
successful party and to have others host 
their own parties simply by duplicating 
what you have done. So let’s dive into what 
it takes to get started.

At Zija International, we are joining in on 
the fun! We now have our dynamic duo 
in Shelly Maguire and the GenM 2 Minute 
Miracle Gel to get us there!  Shelly has 
already done the work for you! Through 
years of planning and hosting successful 
parties with the 2 Minute Miracle Gel, Shelly 
has perfected how you can duplicate her 
success. In this easy-to-understand guide, 
Shelly gives you proven results on how 
to maximize your own home and zoom 
parties. 

Shelly owned three high-end salons and 
spas in the 1990s, when she developed the  
2 Minute Miracle Gel. She wanted to show 
and demonstrate to her salon clients how 
this 7+ products in 1, could save them time  
and money—and make them instantly look  
younger and more youthful! It was at this 
point that Shelly quickly learned how 
highly demonstrable and effective it was to 
show this product to her clients, in a group 
party atmosphere.  

It was then, in 2003, that the 2 Minute 
Miracle Gel Home Party business was born. 
Years later, and millions of jars sold through  
thousands of Home parties and Zoom 
parties, Shelly has taken her expertise and 
amazing product exclusively to Zija  
International!

PHYTOXAN3 COMPLEX™  
Powered by superfoods of Moringa 
oleifera and Mangosteen. This is 
not just a 7-in-1 instant product, 
but also a long term anti-aging 
product with daily use. 
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“Share 
the Miracle”

CREATE YOUR LIST 
Like any party you’d want to host, whether it’s a  
wedding, baby shower, bachelorette party—it all  
begins with a list of people. Your total list isn’t  
necessarily everyone that you’ll end up inviting to your 
initial party. The best way to begin is to start with 10 -  
20 family, friends and associates who come to mind, 
particularly those you’re closest to (both emotionally 
and geographically).

It’s important to spend some time thinking through who 
to invite to either this party or a future one. For your 
first party it is highly recommended to have your best 
friends and family members attend. These are people 
who want to see you succeed. It will also help establish 
your comfort level at doing all future parties by getting 
comfortable in front of people who care about you. This 
is a key for many.

Having trouble developing your list? Go through the 
contacts in your cell phone or scan your Facebook 
friends for people you may have missed (and who live 
close by). Don’t overlook your friends at the fitness  
center, your place of worship, or any organizations to 
which you belong. You will be surprised how many 
people you can invite if you just look at everyone you 
communicate with daily. And remember, the secret to 
getting an even bigger attendance is to ask anyone you 
invite to have their friends and family to attend as well.   
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STEP2
THE INVITATION 
Make sure you “over invite” because sometimes things 
come up at the last minute and you may have a few  
no-shows. In showing proper etiquette, don’t send  
multiple invitations or pester anyone about attending. 
Ask yourself, “Would I do that if I were inviting them 
to a birthday party?” You don’t want your friends to 
feel like you’re just trying to make money off of them. 
You want them to see your home party for what it is: 
fun with friends who want to try an incredible skin care 
product and perhaps join in the business with you.

SET YOUR DATE
Make it preferably within 7-10 days (no more than 2 
weeks) of deciding to have the party and remember . . .  
it doesn’t have to be an extravagant party. It can simply 
be an afternoon or evening gathering of friends at your 
house for drinks and snacks. Pick a day that you think 
most of your family, friends, and associates can attend.

WHAT TO SAY TO INVITE PEOPLE  
TO YOUR HOME PARTY
Okay, here’s where a lot of people think they may have 
trouble. You’re looking for the perfect thing to say—the 
magic words that will get everyone to attend your  
party—so here’s a piece of advice: relax, it’s just a party.  
View it that way.  Don’t view it as the end-all of your 
business. It’s just a party with some of your family and 
friends. Ask yourself, “What would I normally say to my 
family and friends if I were inviting them over to my 
house for some food and fun?”   

Here is an effective example of what to say . . .

Her answer to you will be honest and she will most 
likely ask you.

This should increase your chances of getting Amy to 
the party.

This is an easy to follow and effective script. Of course 
you can use any script you are comfortable with to get 
people to your party, but we recommend the above  
suggestion, or a similar version, to maximize your 
chances of getting your friends to attend.

You can answer this way . . . 

Wait for a response from Amy.  If she is still not  
committing to coming, you can then say . . .

CINDY 
What’s up and why do you ask?

AMY (YOU) 
I’m having some friends over for a fun home party 
(or whatever you choose to call it) showcasing this  
incredible new product called the 2 Minute Miracle  
Gel. When applying, it actually balls up all your 
dead skin on your face and it makes you look 
younger instantly! It is fascinating! You have got to 
see how fun and exciting this product is! It replaces  
numerous skin care products which is what caught 
my attention. Then, when I tried it, I couldn’t believe 
it. It’s a complete facial in just two minutes! And it is 
anti-aging with daily use! It is the most incredible 
skin care product I have ever seen. I am giving 
FREE facial treatments to all my guests! Don’t miss 
out because I want you to see this!” 

AMY (YOU)  
As a matter of fact, right now I am going to send 
you the video link of the testimonials (this video is 
available to you at Zija through your Back Office, 
YouTube and Vimeo). Please take a look and call me 
back or I can call you back after you view it. 

AMY (YOU) 
Hi Cindy, this is Amy. What are you doing this   
Wednesday night?
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STEP3
・	Plenty of GenM 2 Minute Miracle Gel Jars and  
 Sachets 
・	Gift packs using printed pattern cellophane bags;  
 purchase at papermart.com (optional)
・	Pre-printed before and after photos to display (your  
 own or available at Zija)
・	Washcloths and small towels for all the guests OR  
 compressed towel tablets. Plenty of applicator sticks 
 if you are demoing with the full size jars
・	Hand mirrors for guests to see their faces when the  
 dead skin balls up
・	A way to accept payments by credit card (PayPal,  
 GoPayment, etc.) 
・	Skin Care Questionnaire—see Member Back Office  
 Library Center for this form (optional) 
・	A clean and inviting home (doesn’t have to be fancy  
 to be inviting)

SETTING UP YOUR HOME PARTY  
Your next step is to set up the home party. Make sure 
you’re covered for food, drinks, and the proper items to 
have for the demonstration. Here are a few suggestions 
and items you need to make your home party a success: 

・	Lively music playing in the background
・	Light snacks and/or food (not elaborate, keep it  
 simple)
・	Drinks (alcohol or non-alcohol, whatever your friends
 expect)
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STEP4
FIRST OPTION  
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED   
As your friends start arriving, make sure you create a 
warm and friendly environment. Have light music  
playing in the background—something that fits the 
theme you’ve chosen for your party. It is advised to  
begin as close to on-time as possible. When it feels 
right (not rushed), turn off the music and invite  
everyone into the room you have set up for the  
demonstration portion of the party. Welcome your 
guests with a brief statement about why you had this 
party and how excited you are that they joined you. At 
this point, start the Shelly Maguire Home Party Video 
(this demo video is available to you at Zija). You will 
have the ability to show this video on your laptop,  
desktop computer, or a TV. A laptop will be ideal, as 

your home party demonstrations will most likely be in a 
kitchen area setting and it is easier to relocate a laptop 
there. However, the most ideal situation would be to 
link into a computer compatible TV which normally has 
a bigger screen. This would make it easier for all your 
guests to see the video.

Let Shelly do the work for you in setting up the excitement!  
In this short video, Shelly will assist you by introducing  
the 2 Minute Miracle Gel and it’s benefits. She then 
demonstrates on a model for your guests to see, with 
the proper application. Shelly also gives a sales close to 
assist you, along with a mention of the Zija International  
lifestyle.

・	If you have anyone coming who is already with Zija 
 as a Distributor, or already your Customer, make sure  
 they arrive at least a half hour early and know to be  
 lively and fun when your friends start arriving. It is  
 also suggested to pre-select one guest (who is  
 upbeat and has never used the 2 Minute Miracle Gel  
 before) who will agree to be your face model that  
 you demonstrate on, during the party.  
・	It is suggested to have other Zija products attractively  
 presented around the house but this party is to  
 highlight the 2 Minute Miracle Gel. Our recommendation  
 is to use the 2 Minute Miracle Gel as the hook  
 product and get all of your attendees as a Customer.  
 It is the ultimate product that gets people into your  
 Zija business and then they can look into the other  
 products, along with their own Zija Distributorship 
 opportunity, after you establish the relationship.

BEFORE AFTER
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SECOND OPTION  
 
This second option is primarily for smaller and quicker 
parties. It is also for the Zija Distributors who know 
this product very well and are comfortable in hosting 
their own home party. As your friends start arriving, 
make sure you create a warm and friendly environment. 
Have light music playing in the background—something 
that fits the theme you’ve chosen for your party. It is 
advised to begin as close to on-time as possible. When 
it feels right (not rushed), turn off the music and invite 
everyone into the room you have set up for the demon-
stration portion of the party. At this point tell the guests 
about Shelly Maguire and the 2 Minute Miracle Gel 
history. The following is a suggested script to use:

SHELLY MAGUIRE’S STORY AND  
THE WOMAN BEHIND  
THIS AMAZING PRODUCT!  
When Shelly Maguire was 12 years old, she was told she 
would not live past the age of 18. Doctors came to this 
conclusion after she was diagnosed with Cystic Fibrosis.  
It’s this diagnosis that changed her life forever. She  
refused to accept her fate and once she had beat her 
life expectancy of 18, she became obsessed with  
combating her disease. Due to issues related to her 
condition, she learned everything about the skin and 
how she could alter the effects of what stress, improper  
nutrition, medication, and aging can do to your skin. 
While outliving her life expectancy, Shelly opened her 
first salon and spa when she was in her late 20’s. This 
salon was a huge success and several more locations 

were opened soon after. While running her multiple  
salons, she soon realized how complicated and confusing  
skin care was—too many steps and it took too long to 
see results.   
 

THE 2 MINUTE MIRACLE GEL  
WAS BORN  
After previous years of extensive research, Shelly  
realized it was possible to create one product that could  
reduce wrinkles, minimize pore size, tighten, and tone, 
and ensure that a person’s overall skin texture was  
restored. The 2 Minute Miracle Gel was formulated to 
give the same type of results that she gave in her spa 
facials, which took over one hour and cost upwards of 
$100. In the process, she made skin care less complicated,  
more economical, and provided instant and visible 
results. Shelly’s unique life story has allowed her to take 
an approach to skin care that others simply could not 
relate to. Because of this, her 2 Minute Miracle Gel has 
turned into one of the best selling multi-tasking beauty  
products in the world! 

Shelly has also developed and sold over 60 skin care 
products and is responsible for helping millions of 
women and men of all ages and skin types, restore their 
skin and reverse the look of aging. Shelly is an expert 
and icon in the Beauty industry!

You can then shout . . . “Are you ready to be blown 
away by her product?!”

SHELLY’S 2 MINUTE MIRACLE GEL 
has turned into one of the best selling 
multi tasking beauty products in  
the world!
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The most common answers to the above questions are 
our very own copyrighted material which includes the 
snowball analogy and the smart exfoliator reference. 
Here is what you can explain to your guests:

Snowball analogy: “You know the concept of rolling a 
snowball down a hill? As it rolls it is picking up more 
snow along the way. But, it also picks up dirt, sticks, 
and debris and anything else in its path. Then, when 
you look back, you see a clean, clear path where the 
snowball rolled. That is what the 2 Minute Miracle Gel is 
doing. As you massage your skin the product is picking 
up product along the way, but it is also picking up your 
dead skin, dirt, debris, and anything else on the skin 
surface. This is what makes this product amazing!”

Smart exfoliator: “The 2 Minute Miracle Gel is a smart 
exfoliator because it only removes surface dead cells—
the dead skin that should be coming off. It does not 
effect healthy, intact skin. And because there are no 
harsh abrasives or aggressive acids, it is formulated to 
be used every day. This leaves your skin fresh, smooth, 
and primed for additional products and for flawless 
makeup application. This is not just an instant product. 
When used daily, it has extreme anti-aging benefits 
longterm as well.”

NEXT STEP OF YOUR PARTY 
It’s ideal to identify one person in the room who’ll be 
eager to have the 2 Minute Miracle Gel demonstrated  
on their face. Begin the demonstration on that person 
to show how easy it is and to show that “WOW” factor 
of the dead skin accumulating on the surface of their 
face. Make sure everyone in the room can see this as 
well. It is suggested to give a few key tips as you are  
demonstrating the product; the proper application and 
a few key ingredients.

After demonstrating on the model, pass around a jar or 
two (or the sachets if you have them available) of the 2 
Minute Miracle Gel with applicators, and make sure  
everyone in the room tries it. Some who have makeup 
on may only want to try it on the back of their hands. 
This is also a great demo! Its best to have them only  
apply it to the back of one hand. When this hand is 
done exfoliating and rinsed off, have them compare it to 
the other hand. They will be amazed at the difference!  
It is beneficial to walk around the room and ensure that 
all of your guests are using the gel properly and getting 
the desired balling up effect. 

Remember, the 2 Minute Miracle Gel works 100% of the 
time, on 100% of the people! So make sure everyone 
sees the results. They should see balls of dead skin  
accumulating on the surface of their hand or face. 
Verify your guests saw that on themselves. Give them 
mirrors to watch as it works, so they see the results 
firsthand. Get their feedback and always ask them to  
describe how their hand or face looks and feels to 
them. Your guests will be amazed and excited about the 
results. This will be the best part of your party and the 
most fun. ENJOY! 

Be prepared to answer a few commonly asked questions  
like, “Was that really my dead skin coming off?” or “Is it 
okay to use every day?” 
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STEP5
CLOSING  
Once the live demonstrations and interaction is over, 
your next step is to have a closing statement. Keep it 
simple and say something along these lines:   

YOU 
Have a closing statement 
to your guests 

GUESTS 
Personally recieve 
education,  
demonstration, and  
any further questions 
on live

GUESTS 
Purchase  
the 2 Minute  
Miracle Gel 
at the home party  
toay 

GUESTS  
Recieve invite “Share  
the Miracle” live Zoom  
Home Party!

01

03

04

05

YOU 
Okay, so you’ve all seen how amazing this product 
is and I am confident you all want one—I know 
you’re also thinking of people you know who would 
absolutely love the 2 Minute Miracle Gel too. So, 
my question is simple, is one jar enough or do you 
want more than one to purchase or gift one to 
someone else? As a matter of fact, if you purchase 
the 2 Minute Miracle Gel today, I will invite you to 
Shelly’s very next monthly *“Share the Miracle” live 
Zoom Home Party! You will see Shelly live on the 
internet, in the comforts of your own home, where 
she will personally educate, demonstrate, and field 
any further questions you may have while enjoying 
this product. How cool is that?

This is an effective way to give your guests one more 
incentive to purchase the 2 Minute Miracle Gel at your 
party. 

*Please contact Shelly Maguire or Frankie Tedesco 
directly on Facebook for the pertinent information you 
need regarding Shelly’s monthly “Share the Miracle” 
Zoom Parties. 

02
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THE DUPLICATION
Now the exciting part . . . having someone else throw a 
party at their house. After selling the 2 Minute Miracle 
Gel to all your guests, start by asking your friends and 
family members who want to see you succeed. They 
have shown up for your party and many will gladly 
throw a party at their own house as well, to help you 
out. They will invite all their personal friends and their 
own family members.

For others who attend your party use language like: 

Some may need a little more incentive for them to 
throw their own party.  Here’s an idea . . . you can give 
them a FREE 2 Minute Miracle Gel for putting together 
a party of 10 or more people at their home (make sure 
they purchased at least one jar at your party first). You 
can host at their party and benefit from all the sales 
and business connections.  

Another example is to offer them their own Zija  
Distributorship and sign them up! This way they can 
start their own GenM 2 Minute Miracle Gel home party 
business and join in on the fun! Remember, their  
friends will tell their friends, will tell their friends . . .  
DUPLICATION!         

This is truly a simple and fun way to build a massive 
home business. And here’s one of the greatest  
perks of doing so: you’re going to pick up a lot  
of new and interesting friends along the way.  
So, remember, relax and enjoy yourself! 

YOU 
We usually host parties at a different house every  
time. Can we do one at your house?

Or you can say:

YOU 
What date is best to have a party at your house?



Do you Zoom? If you don’t, you should! Zoom is a  
wonderful live and interactive video conference center  
available for any size business. You have the ability to  
promote and advertise on the internet to people all over 
the world! Why not have them come to your 2 Minute 
Miracle Gel Zoom Party while they are in the comforts 
of their own home or office. All your guests need is a 
computer or cell phone!

While having your Zoom party you have the ability to 
screen share, create group interaction and record your 
party while demoing the 2 Minute Miracle Gel. This type 
of party saves you time and money instead of having a 
traditional home party. 

This is an enormous opportunity for you to capitalize on 
newer technology, it’s easy to do and it can give you  
incredible returns! Go to zoom.us for details.

ZOOM 
PARTY

“Share 
the Miracle”

CREATE YOUR LIST
The whole world is your list! Unlike a traditional home 
party, having a Zoom party has unlimited potential of 
guests. Anyone, anywhere in the world can join in on 
your Zoom party!    

For your first party it is highly recommended to have 
your best friends and family members attend so you 
have familiar faces there. As with the home party, it will 
also help establish your comfort level at doing all future 
parties by getting comfortable in front of people who 
care about you.

After this list, your other list is endless. You can get  
people to attend your party from your Facebook friends, 
LinkedIn, through a personal website, Instagram, 
Twitter, and any other internet groups you may belong 
too. Remember, they join your Zoom party from the 
comforts of their own home or office.      

STEP1

12 GENM 2 MINUTE MIRACLE GEL
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STEP2 

As with the home party suggested script, you can use 
any script you are comfortable with to get people to 
your Zoom party but we recommend the above  
suggestion, or a similar version, to maximize your 
chances of getting your friends to attend.

THE INVITATION
What to say or write to invite  
someone to your Zoom party

SUGGESTED SCRIPT (YOU)  
Hi Cindy, this is Amy. I am reaching out to friends 
(or “friends/associates online” if you are writing this 
message to them). I know that you will be interested  
and VERY excited to hear about something I am 
doing. I’ve been using a new product that is going 
VIRAL around the world because it transforms your 
face and skin in just two minutes! 

BUT, it is not just one of those temporary products— 
this is also a serious anti-aging product. It is called 
the 2 Minute Miracle Gel and it is the hottest craze 
in skin care. You might be seeing it online, on TV or 
in magazines. But now the company I am partnered 
with has exclusive rights to this! 

I’m inviting you to see what it’s all about because 
I have had such fantastic results! So, I’m hosting a 
“Share the Miracle” Zoom Party and guess what, 
you don’t even need to leave your house! How’s 
that for convenience? All you need to do is click on 
a link on your smart phone or email that I will send 
to you so you can join this online party! All from the 
comforts of your own home or office!

Have you ever attended an online Zoom party 
before? If so, great! Join me for this awesome party! 
If not, come see how amazing this is as you can join 
my party! I have a few spots left and need to know 
if you want to join me on (DATE and TIME HERE). 
Are you in to see and learn more about this  
incredible product?         

01
BROADCAST  
Your Zoom party  
to Zoom video  
communications 

02
INTERACTIVE  
Zoom video  
communications  
(Video conference  
center) 

03
SHARING YOUR  
ZOOM PARTY  
Your Zoom party  
to Zoom video  
communications 



SETTING UP YOUR ZOOM PARTY
Once you receive a commitment from someone, mail 
out a 2 Minute Miracle Sachet, and a list of what they 
need to participate, two weeks ahead of time. Many Zija 
distributors will send this sachet out for free but if you 
do, make sure they strongly commit to joining in on the 
day and time of the Zoom party. 

You have the option to charge them for this sachet 
(and/or just for the shipping) OR you may even sell 
them a full size jar before the actual Zoom party. This 
would be the most ideal situation!

When inviting each participant, make sure you tell them 
that you will be showing them a product that is a face 
and body product. And that you will be demoing the 

STEP3
face with them. It is a good idea to tell them that they 
are going to be applying this to their face as well. It is 
important to tell the ladies to not apply makeup before 
the live Zoom party. 

What to have each participant bring to the Zoom party 
(this list can be sent out in your email zoom party  
invitation):    

・	Single-Use Sachet Packet (or jar) that you have sent  
 them in the mail 
・	A small bowl of warm water
・	Two wash cloths (one to wet, and one to dry with) 
・	A hand mirror
・	A head band (optional)
    

14 GENM 2 MINUTE MIRACLE GEL
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HOSTING YOUR 2 MINUTE MIRACLE 
GEL ZOOM PARTY  
Wait until a few minutes after the scheduled time you 
have allotted for the Zoom party to begin. You may 
have a person, or two, that will be coming in a little late.

Greet everyone and thank them for coming to your live  
Zoom party. Let them know that they are going to have  
fun and be excited with the 2 Minute Miracle Gel 
demonstration.  

At this point edify Shelly Maguire briefly to the  
participants. Let them know that Shelly is the 2 Minute 
Miracle Gel formulator and member of the Zija Product 
Advisory Council, representing GenM Personal Care line. 
Start the Shelly Maguire Home Party Video. This demo 
video is available to you at Zija and can be shared with 
the participants through the screen share function on 
your Zoom page.  

Let Shelly do the work for you in setting up the  
excitement! In this short video, Shelly will assist you by 
introducing the 2 Minute Miracle Gel and it’s benefits. 
She then demonstrates on a model for your guests to 
see, with the proper application. Shelly also gives a 
sales close to assist you, along with a mention of the 
Zija International lifestyle. 

STEP4
Once the video is completed you should mention to the  
group that Shelly has developed and sold over 60 skin 
care products and is responsible for helping millions of 
women and men of all ages and skin types restore their 
skin and reverse the look of aging. Shelly is an expert 
and icon in the beauty industry!  

You can then shout . . . “Are you ready to be blown 
away by her 2 Minute Miracle Gel product? Let’s get 
started!”  

Start the demo by walking each participant through 
each step while you apply the product on your own 
face. Remember, the 2 Minute Miracle Gel works 100% 
of the time, on 100% of the people!  So, make sure 
everyone sees the results. They should see balls of dead 
skin accumulating on the surface of their face. Verify 
your guests saw that on themselves. Tell them to pick 
up their mirrors to watch as it works, so they see the  
results firsthand. Your guests will be amazed and  
excited about the results. This will be the best part of 
your party—and the most fun. 

Next, have a few before and after pictures that you can 
show them (either through screen share or printed out 
in advance). These are available through Zija and are 
great tools to use. Everyone loves to see before and 
afters! Your guests will be able to see the results this 
product will give them. 

Let’s get started! 

Start  
Shelly’s Maguire 

Home Party  
Video 

Start the demo 
Show a few  

before and after 
pictures 
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CLOSING
After everyone has rinsed off their dead skin, and you 
have completed the presentation, unmute the lines. This 
is a way for you to hear their reactions and answer any 
questions they may have.  

For smaller parties you can leave the lines unmuted 
during the presentation but ask those with background 
noise to please mute their own line.

Once the comments and questions are answered, you 
can then ask for the sale. We recommend the same 
script as the Home Party:   

STEP5

YOU 
Okay, so you’ve all seen how amazing this product 
is and I am confident you all want one—I know 
you’re also thinking of people you know who would 
absolutely love the 2 Minute Miracle Gel too. So, 
my question is simple, is one jar enough or do you 
want more than one to purchase or gift one to 
someone else? As a matter of fact, if you purchase 
the 2 Minute Miracle Gel today, I will invite you to 
Shelly’s very next monthly *“Share the Miracle” live 
Zoom Home Party! You will see Shelly live on the 
internet just like we did here on my Zoom, where 
she will personally educate you further on this 
product and field any further questions you may 
have. How cool is that? 

YOU 
Have a closing statement 
to your guests including 
live zoom party  
(internet groups). 

GUESTS 
Personally recieve 
education,  
demonstration, and  
any further questions 
on live

GUESTS 
Purchase  
the 2 Minute  
Miracle Gel 
at the home party  
today 

GUESTS  
Recieve invite “Share  
the Miracle” live Zoom  
Home Party!
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FINAL THOUGHTS

These party ideas and suggested 
scripts are intended to give you a 
guide that you can use to make your  
party successful. The fact of the  
matter is, we can’t really tell you 
the exact kind of party and script 
to have. Why?  Because everyone is 
different. Who knows your family, 
friends, and associates best? You do! 
So decide what’s appropriate and run 
with it.

Shelly Maguire

SHELLY MAGUIRE
Skin Care & Beauty Expert

17SHARE THE MIRACLE HOME AND ZOOM PARTY GUIDE




